
Referencing
rulebooks

As players get more experienced, 
the amount of things they need to 
reference decreases and the 
game gets more intricate

Players and DM have to 
regularly reference rulebooks 
for game rules

Character creation:
- is shortened by experience
- also shortened by having a 
build in mind

Experienced players know 
(out of character) many 
details about monsters

“experience can make char 
creation complicated, but not 
take long”

To reference details of 
spells/rules, players often ask 
each other (often this is: ask 
more experienced players)

DM looks to experienced 
players as rules reference, 
rather than accessing books 
(physical books are not 
available, though SRD is 
available via internet access)

Calculators - if used 
have to be specific

Constant reference to books

Challenges: Not finding a 
quick reference

Players would like to look up 
by all parameters - character, 
skills, cost

Challenges: not being able to 
publish custom classes or 
characteristics

Appeal of the
game

Appeal / draw of the game — 
sense of freedom along with the 
thrill from randomness

Another part of the appeal of the 
game is imagination / escape from 
reality

PCs create plans for what their 
characters will do (autonomy? 
to what degree?)

Boring when campaigns are 
predictable or players don’t 
portray characters well 

Draw of D&D: open-endedness

Players take pride in character 
skills

Players enjoy not visualizing the 
campaign artificially because of 
the thrill of imagination

Players prefer role-playing 
because of the mental stimulation 
and escape from reality  - 
suggesting flow

Challenges: being able to stay in 
character

Access to
resources

All the roles have and most times, 
need access to all the data and 
artifacts except for the adventure 
document(s) 

Player’s artifacts: Dice, Player 
hand book, character sheets, 
pens, spell sheets - list of spells, 
description and number of times 
they could be used, notes

Game Master’s artifacts: 
Picture, map, Battle mat/ 
board, dice, dungeon master 
guide, divider/separator, 
markers/pens, random 
encounter tables, notes

DM uses Obsidian Portal for 
campaign notes

https://www.obsidianportal.com/

DM uses RPTools

http://rptools.net/

Players use physical dice 
to make their rolls

What aspects of player
action takes up time /
should take up time

Action selection involves 
conversation among players and 
DM, is time consuming but is the 
essence of the game

Computing action resolution is 
time consuming and involves the 
players waiting passively

Discussion of action options 
takes a while

Players seemed engaged while 
discussing action options

Players divert into assorted 
conversations while DM resolves 
actions

Each round of combat takes 5-
10 minutes, most of which is 
action resolution, as well as 
determining rules that cover the 
players’ actions

How is combat
visualized?

DM has to construct combat map 
on the spot

DM uses map to both track state 
and convey state

DM sets the positions of the 
characters on the map either 
autonomously or by taking players’ 
inputs depending on the type and 
phase of campaign 

DM creates a map with MapTool 
(part of RPTools) and uses a 
projector to show it on a projector 
screen

DM draws map on whiteboard 
by hand

DM describes the map and its 
contents verbally to the players

DM shows effects of actions, 
like spells, using the map

Labeling on the minis on the grid 
reveals information to the 
players (levels of enemies, etc.)

DM keeps track of monster state 
(hit points) on combat map

DM uses preconstructed 
characters provided by Paizo; 
uses same screen as map, so 
players see it — and metagame

“There’s lots of metagaming in 
this game” — a player

DM is the only one controlling 
input to the map display; to 
dictate their positioning, players 
give verbal directions to DM; 
there is verbal discussions 
between players in the course of 
deciding positioning (out of 
character)

Setting up a combat map takes a 
while; the DM has to draw the 
map, select minis for each 
participant, and set positioning

DM draws map on whiteboard 
by hand

Tracking of information
specific within a

session

DM keeps track of init rolls, 
monster states, opponents, NPCs 
(almost entirely manually)

Players have relatively little to 
keep track of in combat

DM keeps init rolls on tablet, 
manually entering them after the 
players roll physical dice for 
them

DM keeps init rolls on whiteboard

DM uses impromptu text tool 
(Windows Notepad) to keep track 
of monster state

DM keeps track of monster state 
(hit points) on combat map

MapTool allows DM to track 
monster state

DM keeps track of status of 
opponents manually; making 
action resolution slower than 
action selection

Combat Manager app for 
Windows is on tablet

NPC codex in web page also 
on table; DM switches 
between these contexts

Not much activity on paper -- 
very few changes to character 
sheets except on every level

One player has char sheet on 
Obsidian Portal. (Most fields are 
manual, but some are calculated; 
details of abilities and feats are 
entered manually)

Tracking of information
that persists between

sessions

DM keeps short-term state of 
campaign world in his head

Players also keep parts / 
aspects of short-term campaign / 
adventure state in their heads

Players have a lot more to keep 
track of for characters long-term

DM tracks and conveys long-term 
campaign / adventure information 
in campaign documents

DM tracks (from memory, it 
seems?) what the PCs were 
doing last session(s)

DM knows facts about the 
campaign world (keeps in his 
head), and doesn’t have to 
reference anything to check 
(campaign world is custom 
made); players often ask the DM 
for clarification/exposition

Players also partially remember 
what happened in previous 
session (distributed knowledge)

Player keeps track of campaign-
specific stuff in notebook (graph 
paper)

Player keeps track of clues, e.g. 
in an investigation adventure

Each player keeps notes about 
stuff that affects their characters, 
but no campaign-wide notes

Each player keeps notes about 
stuff that affects their characters, 
but no campaign-wide notes

Characters might also have 
spells, companions, 
objects/artifacts

DM sometimes provides 
campaign document

This is a long-term campaign 
(over a year duration) with the 
same players / characters

Overland maps (quest maps) are 
kept on Obsidian Portal

Affinity Diagram

https://www.obsidianportal.com/
http://rptools.net/

